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Abstract—Although sketch-to-photo retrieval has a wide range
of applications, it is costly to obtain paired and rich-labeled
ground truth. Differently, photo retrieval data is easier to acquire.
Therefore, previous works pre-train their models on rich-labeled
photo retrieval data (i.e., source domain) and then fine-tune them
on the limited-labeled sketch-to-photo retrieval data (i.e., target
domain). However, without co-training source and target data,
source domain knowledge might be forgotten during the finetuning process, while simply co-training them may cause negative
transfer due to domain gaps. Moreover, identity label spaces of
source data and target data are generally disjoint and therefore
conventional category-level Domain Adaptation (DA) is not directly applicable. To address these issues, we propose an Instancelevel Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation (IHDA) framework. We
apply the fine-tuning strategy for identity label learning, aiming
to transfer the instance-level knowledge in an inductive transfer
manner. Meanwhile, labeled attributes from the source data are
selected to form a shared label space for source and target
domains. Guided by shared attributes, DA is utilized to bridge
cross-dataset domain gaps and heterogeneous domain gaps, which
transfers instance-level knowledge in a transductive transfer
manner. Experiments show that our method has set a new state
of the art on three sketch-to-photo image retrieval benchmarks
without extra annotations, which opens the door to train more
effective models on limited-labeled heterogeneous image retrieval
tasks.
Index Terms—Domain Adaptation, Cross-modal Image Retrieval, Sketch, Person Re-identification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Domain Adaptation (DA) [1] is used to transfer the
knowledge of the rich-labeled source domain (Ds ) to a
unlabeled/limited-labeled target domain (Dt ) and improve the
effectiveness of a given task in the target domain. Conventional
DA studies mainly focus on the category-level cases, such
as image classification and segmentation tasks [2]–[6]. In
category-level DA, the target label space (Y t ) and the source
label space (Y s ) are either fully shared or partially shared,
which can be represented as Y s ∩ Y t 6= ∅ (see Fig. 1 and the
notations used in this section are summarized in TABLE I).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Category-level DA (left) and IHDA (right). The
solid two-way arrow connector and the dotted two-way arrow connector
represent labeled and unlabeled, resp. The orange two-way arrow connector
and the purple two-way arrow connector represent inductive transfer flow and
transductive transfer flow, resp.

In real-world applications, the needs of DA are not limited
to category-level tasks. For instance, the instance-level sketchto-photo retrieval, which has been investigated in many studies [7]–[14], is suffering lack of training data as it is costly
to draw sketches. Meanwhile, plenty of rich-labeled photo
retrieval datasets are available. In many existing photo retrieval
datasets [15]–[19], even instance attributes are annotated [20],
[21]. Accordingly, majority of sketch-to-photo retrieval methods [7], [10], [22]–[26] choose to pre-train their models on a
rich-labeled photo retrieval data (i.e., source domain) and then
fine-tune them on the limited-labeled sketch-to-photo retrieval
data (i.e., target domain). However, without co-training source
and target data, source domain knowledge might be forgotten
during the fine-tuning process, while simply co-training them
may cause negative transfer due to domain gaps.
DA methods are commonly used to reduce domain gaps on
co-training source and target datasets. sketch-to-photo retrieval
data consists of two heterogeneous modalities as sketch and
photo. Accordingly, we divide the target data into two subdomains as Dt1 (i.e., photos) and Dt2 (i.e., sketches), where
Dt = Dt1 ∪ Dt2 . The feature spaces of Ds , Dt1 , and Dt2 are
X s , X t1 and X t2 , respectively. If we regard each identity as
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one class, the identity label space of X s is Y s while X t1 and
X t2 share the same identity label space Y t1,t2 . Nonetheless,
the source data is annotated by other contributors and identity
label spaces of the source and target domains are generally
disjoint (i.e., Y s ∩ Y t1,t2 = ∅). It is challenging for categorylevel DA methods to figure out “what to transfer and where to
transfer” in this case. It shows that coarsely reducing domain
gaps may incur a target error [27]. It is insufficient to simply
match the marginal distributions, conditional distributions of
both domains should also be matched.
To address this issue, we raise an Instance-level Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation (IHDA) framework, which breaks
through limitations of simple fine-tuning and category-level
DA. We select attributes that can jointly characterize instancelevel properties for all domains to form a shared label space
as Z s = Z t1,t2 , where Z s and Z t1,t2 are proposed attribute
spaces for source domain and target domain, respectively. For
instance-level retrieval problems, since all of the instances
belong to the same category, the existence of shared attributes
is guaranteed. We assume that the attributes of the source
domain are observed. For some photo-sketch retrieval applications, a lot of related photo retrieval datasets already offer
attributes [16], [28]. When attributes of the source dataset
are not available, it is still possible to collect it from large
web resources at an acceptable cost. As many objects are
accompanied by attributes on website resources, both photos
and attributes can be downloaded to construct the source data.
For instance, the UT-Zap50K dataset [15], a source data in
our experiment, was collected from a shopping website.
After Z s and Z t1,t2 are formed, our IHDA framework seeks
to maximally transfer domain knowledge from source data to
target data. Due to Y s ∩Y t1,t2 = ∅, Y s and Y t1,t2 are distinct
but related. Learning to identify Y s is inductive to identify
Y t1,t2 . Thus, pre-training identify labels on Y s and then finetuning identity labels on Y t1,t2 can transfer the instance-level
knowledge from an inductive transfer manner. Since Z s =
Z t1,t2 , referring to them, cross-dataset domain gaps (i.e., Ds
to Dt1 and Dt2 ) and heterogeneous domain gaps (i.e., Ds
and Dt1 to Dt2 ) can be reduced via an unsupervised Domain
Adaptation [2]–[5], which transfers instance-level knowledge
from a transductive transfer manner.
Although the ground truth of Z t1,t2 is unknown, it is
leveraged to associate source and target domains by using an
entropy minimization criterion [29]. The entropy minimization
criterion does penalize low-confident predictions of Z t1,t2 . In
order to minimize it, target domain features are forced to match
source domain features at an instance level other than roughly
reducing the cross-domain gaps. Such an approach remarkably
improves the IHDA performance.
In summary, our work has three contributions:
• We highlight the challenges for improving limited-labeled
sketch-to-photo retrieval performance from the transfer
learning perspective.
• We propose a novel IHDA framework to maximally
utilize the source domain knowledge to benefit the target
task at instance-level image retrieval. It overcomes the
limitations of applying simple fine-tuning and conventional DA.
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•

Our IHDA framework contributes new state-of-the-art
results on instance-level sketch-to-photo retrieval task. It
opens the door to train more effective cross-modal image
retrieval models by using related rich-labeled singlemodal image data.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF N OTATIONS .

Symbol

Description

Ds
Dt
Dt1
Dt2
Xt
X t1
X t2
Ys
Y t1,t2
Zs
Z t1,t2

Rich-labeled source domain
Limited-labelled target domain, Dt = Dt1 ∪ Dt2
Target photo domain, Dt1 ∈ Dt
Target sketch domain, Dt2 ∈ Dt
Target data space, X t = X t1 ∪ X t2
Target photo data space, X t1 ∈ X t
Target sketch data space, X t2 ∈ X t
Source identity label space
Target photo-sketch identity label space, which is shared for Dt1 and Dt2
Source attribute label space, which is shared for Ds , Dt1 , and Dt2
Target photo-sketch attribute label space, which is shared for Ds , Dt1 , and Dt2

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a
brief review of related works is given. In Section III, we illustrate the details of the proposed IHDA framework. Section IV
reports experimental results to prove the effectiveness of our
IHDA framework. In Section V, we discuss the application
scope of our method. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
We summarize related works and clarify their differences
and relationships in TABLE II.
TABLE II
A COMPARISON OF RELATED WORKS .
Methods

#Modalities

[23] [24] [25] [26]

2

DA &
Target
Identities
#Domains Attributes Y t ∩ Y s = ∅
w/o DA

-

-

[10] [22] [8] [30]

2

w/o DA

Annotated

-

[2] [3] [4] [5]

1, 2

w/ DA, 2

-

No

[31] [32]

1

w/ DA, 2

Unknown

No

[33] [34] [35] [36]

1

w/ DA, 2

Unknown

Yes

Ours

2

w/ DA, 3

Unknown

Yes

Owing to the shortage of training data, studies [10], [22]–
[26] take rich-labeled photo retrieval data for pre-training and
then fine-tune their model on the sketch-to-photo retrieval data.
However, there could be a dilemma in their approaches: performing a long-term fine-tuning may forget the source domain
knowledge, which is known as catastrophic forgetting [37],
[38], while a short-term fine-tuning may under-fit on the target
data.
Alternatively, both the source and target data could be cotrained together. Due to the across-domain discrepancy, simply
co-train both source and target data may lead to negative transfer [1] and impair the performance. To alleviate this problem,
Domain Adaptation (DA) is desired. Unlike coarse categorylevel DA [2]–[5], or fine-grained category-level DA [31], [32],
applying DA in instance-level heterogeneous retrieval faces the
challenge that Y s ∩ Y t1,t2 = ∅. To alleviate this challenge,
some instance-level domain adaptation methods [35], [36]
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Step 2: Co-training with Source Data and Target Training Data
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Fig. 2. The framework of Instance-level Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation (IHDA). E1 and E2 are encoders for photos (i.e., X s and X t1 ) and sketches
s and C t1,t2 stand for the identity classifier of source and target domains, resp;
(i.e., X t2 ), resp, and v s , v t1 , and v t2 denotes their embedding features; Cid
id
Catt and Cd denote the shared-attribute classifier and domain classifier, resp; GRL is the Gradient Reversal Layer. Best viewed in color.

transferred the source domain knowledge to the target domain
by using pseudo labels created by clustering algorithms on
the target domain. However, clustering algorithms can easily
generate noise in pseudo labels and impair the model performance. In our sketch-to-photo task, the noise label issue is
more serious due to the heterogeneous domain gap. Therefore,
instead of using pseudo labels, we specifically propose an
IHDA framework, which selects annotated attributes in source
data to form a shared label space for all domains.
Using attributes to learn the instance feature is particularly
prominent in instance-level retrieval tasks. Before us, studies [8], [10], [22], [30] had annotated attributes on both source
and target data to improve retrieval performance. Compared
with their methods, our IHDA is more practical since no
labeled attribute is required for the target data, which mitigates
the burden of manual labeling. Moreover, IHDA even outperforms their methods in our experiments. Previous works [33],
[34] also applied instance-level DA without annotated target
attributes. However, their approaches focus on homogeneous
DA scenario while our IHDA can tackle the more challenging
instance-level heterogeneous DA problem. Besides, [34] only
adapts the marginal distribution while [33] and ours jointly
adapts the marginal distribution and conditional distribution,
which can learn feature embedding that is robust for substantial distribution difference [39], [40].
We align conditional distribution by applying conditional
entropy minimization [40], [41], which can take the taskspecific boundaries into account. IHDA forces source and
target domain distributions to be matched at an instance level
with the guidance of attributes. We further demonstrate such
an approach does help to improve the model performance in
our ablation studies.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
We propose an Instance-level Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation (IHDA) framework as Fig. 2 shows. Since X s and X t1
are heterogeneous to X t2 , we construct two separated encoder
neural networks E1 and E2 respectively for (X s , X t1 ) and

X t2 . ResNet-50 [42] is used as the backbone for both them and
we denote their network parameters as θE1 and θE2 . The inputs
are represented as xs , xt1 and xt2 , where xs ∈ X s , xt1 ∈ X t1
and xt2 ∈ X t2 . IHDA takes two steps to transfer domain
knowledge from the source domain to target domains. In the
s
step 1, the encoder E1 , along with an identity classifier Cid
and an attribute classifier Catt , are pre-trained on the source
data. In the step 2, the weights of the pre-trained attribute
classifier are resumed, and the weights of E1 are reloaded
for both E1 and E2 . The source and target training data are
used to co-train the whole network by coupling an adversarial
domain adaptation. We implement the adversarial domain
adaptation by the Gradient Reversal Layer [43]. Related codes
are available at https:// github.com/ fandulu/ IHDA.
A. Identity Learning
t1,t2
s
and Cid
to perform
We build identity classifiers Cid
identity classification. Each of them is a single dense layer,
where the dimension of the output is equal to the number
s
of identities. We denote the number of identities as Nid
and
t1,t2
Nid
for the source and target training data, respectively. The
t1,t2
s
s and
network parameters of Cid
and Cid
are denoted as θCid
t1,t2
θC
, respectively.
id
The identify classification losses Lsid and Lt1,t2
are defined
id
as follows:



s
E1 (xs ) ,
ψ̂ s = Sof tmax Cid



t1,t2
ψ̂ t1 = Sof tmax Cid
E1 (xt1 ) ,



t1,t2
t2
t2
ψ̂ = Sof tmax Cid
E2 (x ) ,
(1)
s
Nid
X
Lsid = −
yis log(ψ̂is ),
i=1
t1,t2
Nid

t1,t2
Lid

=−

X
i=1

t1,t2
Nid

yit1

log(ψ̂it1 )

−

X
i=1

yit2 log(ψ̂it2 ),
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where y s , y t1 and y t2 are one-hot ground truth labels of xs , xt1
and xt2 , respectively. The subscript i indicates the ith element.
ψ̂ s , ψ̂ t1 and ψ̂ t2 are the corresponding predicted identity probabilities. Here, y s , ψ̂ s ∈ Y s and y t1 , y t2 , ψ̂ t1 , ψ̂ t2 ∈ Y t1,t2 .
In the step 1, Lsid is used for the source data. In the step
2, since Y s ∩ Y t1,t2 = ∅, Lt1,t2
is solely used for the target
id
data. Apart from the identity classification, we also use a triplet
loss to simultaneously learn joint embedding features that can
better represent similarity and difference of identities. The
joint embedding feature is a global average pooling feature
with 2048 dimensions. The triplet loss Lstri , used in step 1,
is the conventional triplet loss [44] and we will not give its
details here.
We extend the conventional triplet loss to be a heterogeneous triplet loss in step 2. For simplicity, let v t1 = E1 (xt1 )
and v t2 = E2 (xt2 ) stand for embedding features of photos and
sketches, respectively. We represent the learned embedding
feature space as V, where v t1 , v t2 ∈ V. For feature-label pairs
in a mini-batch of target training data, we sample a sketch
anchor (vat2 , yat2 ), a photo positive sample (vpt1 , ypt1 ) and a
photo negative sample (vnt1 , ynt1 ) with
ypt1 = yat2 and ynt1 6= yat2 ,

(2)

where yat2 , ypt1 , ynt1 ∈ Y t1,t2 .
The heterogeneous triplet loss function is as follows,
i
h
t2
t1 2
t2
t1 2
v
−
v
−
v
−
v
+
α
,
Lt1,t2
=
a
p 2
a
n 2
tri
+

(3)

and target domains. It does penalize low-confident predictions
of target attributes. In order to minimize it, target domains
are forced to match with the source domain at an instance
level other than roughly reducing domain discrepancies, which
leads to a better DA performance. On the target domains, the
attribute classification loss is



t1
t1
φ̂ = Sigmoid Catt E1 (x ) ,



t2
t2
φ̂ = Sigmoid Catt E2 (x ) ,
(5)
Lt1,t2
att = −

N
att
X

t1
φ̂t1
i log(φ̂i ) −

i=1

N
att
X

t2
φ̂t2
i log(φ̂i ),

i=1

where φ̂t1 and φ̂t2 are estimated attributes of xt1 and xt2 ,
respectively. Here, φ̂t1 , φ̂t2 ∈ Z t1,t2 .
Moreover, when the photo and sketch are paired in target
data, their predicted attributes should be identical. Using this
property, we further construct an attribute-consistent loss for
paired target data as
t1
t2
Lt1,t2
con = 1y t1 =y t2 φ̂ − φ̂

,
2

(6)

where 1yt1 =yt2 is 1 when y t1 = y t2 (i.e., sketch and photo
are paired), and 0 elsewhere.
Overall, in step 1, we only use Lsatt for attribute classification; in step 2, the entire attribute classification loss is
t1,t2
= Lsatt + Latt
+ Lt1,t2
Ls,t1,t2
att
con .

where α indicates the margin between the positive and negative sketch-to-photo pairs. We empirically set α = 0.3.

(7)

C. Adversarial Domain Adaptation Learning
B. Attribute Learning
Since selected attributes are shared among three domains,
an attribute classifier Catt is used for these domains in both
step 1 and step 2. Catt consists of three dense layers. For the
first two layers, each has 512 dimensions. The dimension of
the output layer is Natt , which is the number of attributes.
The network parameters of Catt is represented as θCatt .
Generally, each identity can be assigned to multiple attributes at the same time, we treat it as a multi-label classification task. Therefore, we apply a Binary Cross-Entropy loss
for each kind of attribute and then sum them up as the multilabel classification loss. On the source domain, the attribute
classification loss is



s
s
φ̂ = Sigmoid Catt E1 (x ) ,
Lsatt =

N
att
X

(4)
−zis log(φ̂si ) − (1 − zis ) log(1 − φ̂si ),

i=1
s

where z is one-hot ground truth label of xs and the subscript
i indicates the ith element; φ̂s is the estimated attributes. Here,
z s , φ̂s ∈ Z s .
Without increasing annotations, attributes are unknown for
the target data and therefore the loss function above cannot
be applied directly. Inspired by previous works [5], [29], [40],
[45], a multi-label entropy minimization criterion is proposed
to associate the attribute learning between the source domain

Coupling adversarial training with deep learning introduces
a powerful tool to harness domain adaptation. It has been
successfully applied to plenty of tasks [4], [5], [43], [46], [47].
In IHDA, X s and X t1 are heterogeneous to X t2 . Although
s
X and X t1 are closed to homogeneous, there are differences
in their illuminations, texture styles and image resolutions. As
a result, we accommodate adversarial domain adaptation from
the traditional two domains to three domains in this task.
We build a domain classifier Cd to distinguish domains s,
t1 and t2. Cd consists of three dense layers. For the first two
layers, each has 512 dimensions. The dimension of the output
layer is Nd , which is the number of domains. The network
parameters of Cd is represented by θCd . Considering the adversarial domain adaptation is applied, a Reverse Categorical
Cross-Entropy Loss is applied to form the loss function:



ρ̂s = Sof tmax Cd E1 (xs ) ,



ρ̂t1 = Sof tmax Cd E1 (xt1 ) ,



t2
t2
ρ̂ = Sof tmax Cd E2 (x ) ,
Ld =

Nd
X
i=1

dsi

log(ρ̂si )

+

Nd
X
i=1

dt1
i

log(ρ̂t1
i )

+

Nd
X

t2
dt2
i log(ρ̂i ),

i=1

(8)
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where Nd stands for the number of domains used for heterogeneous domain adaptation, and Nd = 3 in this work. ds , dt1 and
dt2 are one-hot domain labels of xs , xt1 and xt2 , respectively;
the subscript i indicates the ith element; ρ̂s , ρ̂t1 and ρ̂t2 are
estimated domains of xs , xt1 and xt2 , respectively.
The adversarial domain adaptation procedure is a twoplayer game. One player Cd intends to maximize Ld so that
ds , dt1 and dt2 could be distinguished. Another player is
the combination of encoders E1 and E2 , which attempts to
minimize Ld and confuse Cd by reducing the cross-domain
gaps.
The Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) [43] is applied between
the encoder and the domain classifier, which simplifies the
two-player adversarial optimization by one step in an iteration.
D. Optimization Goals of IHDA Framework
By integrating aforementioned Equations, we have the loss
functions of step 1 and step 2 as
Lstep1 = Lsid + λ1 Lstri + λ2 Lsatt ,
s,t1,t2
Lstep2 = Lt1,t2
+ λ1 Lt1,t2
+ λ3 Ld ,
tri + λ2 Latt
id

(9)

where λ1 , λ2 and λ3 are trade-off parameters.
In step 1, the optimization goal is to find the network
s and θ̂C
parameters θ̂E1 , θ̂Cid
that satisfy
att

s , θ̂C
θ̂E1 , θ̂Cid
=
att

argmin

Lstep1 .

θE1 ,θC s ,θCatt

(10)

id

In step 2, pretrained θ̂E1 and θ̂Catt are resumed. Then
t1,t2
E1 , E2 , Cid
and Catt are simultaneously optimized by
minimizing Lstep2 . While Cd is optimized by maximizing Ld .
The optimization goals are to find the network parameters
θ̂E1 , θ̂E2 , θ̂C t1,t2 , θ̂Catt and θ̂Cd that satisfy
id

θ̂E1 , θ̂E2 , θ̂C t1,t2 , θ̂Catt =
Lstep2 ,
argmin
id

θE1 ,θE2 ,θ

C

t1,t2 ,θCatt
id


θ̂Cd = argmax Ld .

(11)

θCd

These two optimization goals are jointly updated in each
training step.
E. Insight of Optimization Goals
In IHDA framework, we have X 7→ V (by E1 and E2 ),
t1,t2
s
V 7→ Y (by Cid
, Cid
), and V 7→ Z (by Catt ). We denote
s
t
P (v ) and P (v ) as the marginal distributions of embedding
features, P (y s |v s ) and P (y t |v t ) as the conditional distributions based on identity labels, and P (z s |v s ) and P (z t |v t ) as
the conditional distributions based on attribute labels, in the
source and target domain, respectively.
As theoretically and experimentally analyzed in [27], [39],
[48]–[51], it is insufficient to obtain good embedding representations V by simply reducing the marginal domain distribution discrepancy. Conditional domain distribution discrepancy
should also be considered.
Therefore, other than coarsely minimizing the marginal
domain distribution discrepancy, which is represented by
min{ P (v s ) − P (v t ) },

(12)

we aim to jointly reduce marginal domain discrepancy and
conditional domain distribution discrepancy:

min{kP (v s ) − P (v t )k},
(13)
min{kP (y s |v s ) − P (y t |v t )k}.
Ideally, we should minimize kP (y s |v s ) − P (y t |v t )k, however, as we have analysed, in instance-level retrieval tasks,
we have Y s ∩ Y t = ∅, it is challenging to minimize
kP (y s |v s ) − P (y t |v t )k.
Since attribute learning has a main training objective on
attributes but also learn representations that can identify individuals as a side effect, we substitute kP (y s |v s ) − P (y t |v t )k
with kP (z s |v s ) − P (z t |v t )k, where z is the attribute and we
have Z s = Z t . Then we obtain the following optimization
goal:

min{kP (v s ) − P (v t )k} ⇔ Ld ,
(14)
min{kP (z s |v s ) − P (z t |v t )k} ⇔ Ls,t1,t2
.
att
They are identical to the last two items of Lstep2 (see
Equation 9). We minimize the conditional distribution discrepancy Ls,t1,t2
by a semi-supervised learning approach [40],
att
[41]. Be the same as balance factors in Balanced Distribution
Adaptation [50], λ2 and λ3 are used to adjust the importance
reducing the marginal distribution discrepancy and conditional
distribution discrepancy.
Consequently, we approach jointly optimize the marginal
distribution and conditional distribution in our IHDA. We also
experimentally show the effectiveness of jointly optimize the
marginal distribution and conditional distribution in DA in
ablation studies.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
In our experiments, source datasets include UTZap50K [15], CelebFaces [16], and Market-1501 [17], their
corresponding target datasets are QMUL-Shoes [10], IIIT-D
Viewed Sketch [52] and PKU-Sketch [7], respectively.
Since sketches do not contain color information, we select
non-color attributes from the annotated source to form the
shared label space Z s = Z t1,t2 .
1) The UT-Zap50K dataset is a large-scale shoe photo
dataset consisting of 50K images and around 20K identities.
We select all non-color attributes to form the shared label
space, such as “Wide Toe”, “Snip Toe”, “Toggle Closure”,
and so on. The QMUL-Shoes dataset contains 419 sketchto-photo pairs of shoes, in which 304 pairs are for training
and 115 pairs are for testing. Since sketches are collected
from non-professional drawers, it encounters more challenges
to recognize sketch-to-photo pairs than others. Although the
target QMUL-Shoes also includes shoes attributes, they are
different from the ones defined in UT-Zap50K dataset. To
perform supervised learning on target attributes (e.g., [30]),
we need to add new attributes to the target, which is laborious.
Our method takes advantage of unsupervised DA and does not
use labeled attributes in the target dataset.
2) The CelebFaces dataset is a large-scale face photo dataset
with around 10K identities, 202K face images, and 40 binary
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attributes. We select all non-color attributes to form the shared
label space, such as “Wearing-Hat”, “Bald”, “Eyeglasses”,
and so on. The IIIT-D Viewed Sketch dataset includes 238
sketch-to-photo pairs of faces, in which the sketches are drawn
by professional artists. Unlike our source dataset CelebFaces,
attribute annotation is not available in IIIT-D Viewed Sketch
dataset. We take the same evaluation protocols as [24], [26]
proposed.
3) The Market-1501 dataset is a large-scale person photo
dataset with around 1.5K identities, 32K person images. In
work [28], [53], 27 binary attributes are annotated for Market1501 dataset. We select all non-color attributes to form the
shared label space, as “gender”, “hair”, “length of sleeve”,
“length of lower-body clothing”, “style of clothing”, “hat”,
“age”, and “bag” (“hand bag” and “pack bad” are regarded as
“bag”). The PKU-Sketch dataset consists of samples of 200
persons, in which each person has one sketch and two photos
taken from disjoint cameras. Besides, there is no attribute
annotation for it. We take the evaluation protocols [7], and
150 identities are randomly chosen for training while the rest
50 are used for testing. We report average values of 10 times
experiments as the final results.
Note that, we utilize the whole source dataset and a small
portion of the annotated target training set for the training,
while the target testing set is untouched in the training process.
B. Experimental Settings
Following the procedure in Fig. 2, we start with pre-training
the E1 branch on the source data with 60 epochs in step 1. The
batch size is 64. Then, in step 2, by reloading the pre-trained
θE1 and θCatt weights, we co-train the whole IHDA network
on both source and target training data with another 60 epochs.
The batch size is 96 (32 sketch-to-photo pairs from the target
dataset and 32 samples from the source dataset). We choose
Adam optimizer [54] for the training and the initial learning
rate is set to be 1 × 10−4 . To properly utilize pre-trained
network parameters, we apply a warming-up learning rate
schedule, which is modified from [55], to adjust the learning
rate. We set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0.1 and λ3 = 0.1 to balance the
whole network. Note that the input image size for shoe, face,
and person samples are 96 × 96, 144 × 128, and 384 × 128,
respectively. In the inference stage, a L2 Normalization is
applied to each embedding feature before calculating their
relative distances.
C. Comparison with Methods of Sketch-to-photo Retrieval
We compare our method with state-of-the-art methods of
sketch-to-photo retrieval on three types of target datasets,
respectively for the sketch-to-photo retrieval of shoes, faces,
and persons.
For the QMUL-Shoes dataset, we compare our method
with Triplet SN [10], MAR-FBIR [22], CD-AFL [7], and
DSSA Triplet [23]. They are pre-trained on external datasets
TU Berlin Sketch [56] and Edge-style ImageNet [57]. Our
model takes the UT-Zap50K dataset as the source dataset
since shoe attributes are annotated in it. The rank-1 and rank10 re-identification accuracy of each method are reported in
TABLE III.
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TABLE III
T HE PERFORMANCE OF SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL ON THE
QMUL-S HOES DATASET.
Model

w/ external Data

Triplet SN [10]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
MAR-FBIR [22]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
CD-AFL [7]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
DSSA Triplet [23]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)

TU Berlin Sketch
&Edge-style ImageNet
TU Berlin Sketch
&Edge-style ImageNet
TU Berlin Sketch
&Edge-style ImageNet
TU Berlin Sketch
&Edge-style ImageNet

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

R1

R10

39.1 87.8
50.4 91.3
56.4 92.6
61.7 94.8
68.7 95.7

UT-Zap50K

For the IIIT-D Viewed Sketch dataset, we compare our
method with Deep Face [58], Light CNN [24], CDL [25], and
RCN [26]. The CelebFaces dataset is used in their pre-training.
Our model takes the CelebFaces dataset as the source dataset
and uses the IHDA framework. The rank-1 re-identification
accuracy of each method is listed in TABLE IV.
TABLE IV
T HE PERFORMANCE OF SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL ON THE IIIT-D
V IEWED S KETCH DATASET.

Model

w/ external Data

R1

CelebFaces

80.9

CelebFaces

84.0

CelebFaces

85.4

CelebFaces

90.3

CelebFaces

95.7

Deep Face [58]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Light CNN [24]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
CDL [25]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
RCN [26]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

For the PKU-Sketch dataset, we compare our method with
Triplet SN [10], GN Siamese [59], and CD-AFL [7]. Among
them, GN Siamese and CD-AFL are pre-trained on the Market1501 dataset. Note that CD-AFL only applied adversarial
supervised DA on PKU-Sketch dataset. When considering
Market-1501 dataset together, it simply applied pre-training
and fine-tuning. Our model takes the Market-1501 dataset as
the source dataset and uses the IHDA framework. The rank-1,
rank-5, rank-10 and rank-20 re-identification accuracy of each
method are reported in TABLE V.
TABLE V
T HE PERFORMANCE OF SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL ON THE
PKU-S KETCH DATASET.
Model
Triplet SN [10]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
GN Siamese [59]
(Ppe-train w/o att + fine-tune)
CD-AFL [7]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

w/ external Data

R1

R5

R10

R20

×

9.0

26.8 42.2

65.2

Market-1501

28.9 54.0 62.4

78.2

Market-1501

34.0 56.3 72.5

84.7

Market-1501

85.6 94.8 98.0 100.0
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Fig. 3. Visualization of retrieving results on QMUL-Shoes, IIIT-D, and PKUSketch datasets. In the same row, gallery images with green bounding boxes
are identical to the query image, while others with the red bounding box are
different identities. Predicted probabilities are shown for three attributes here.

On QMUL-Shoes dataset, using IHDA framework outperforms the previous state-of-the-art method by 7.0% and
reaches 68.7% in rank-1 retrieving accuracy. A 5.4% gain of
rank-1 retrieving accuracy is made on IIIT-D Viewed Sketch
dataset, with a value as high as 95.7%. On PKU-Sketch
dataset, IHDA surpasses the previous state-of-the-art method
up to 51.6% and obtains 85.6% in rank-1 retrieving accuracy.
This is not happened by coincidence and we will go deep into
the essential mechanism of IHDA in ablations studies.
The improvement in PKU-Sketch dataset is more significant
than the other two datasets. We consider there are two main
reasons: (1) Sketches of QMUL-Shoes dataset are drawn by
amateurs while sketches of IIIT-D and PKU-Sketch datasets
are drawn by artists with high qualities and more details (see
Fig. 3), we can achieve high performance on IIIT-D and PKUSketch datasets. (2) The body poses within a body sketch-tophoto pair could be remarkably different, which causes larger
distortion than face sketch-to-photo pairs. Therefore, the finetuning strategy can reach a good performance on the IIIT-D
dataset, but on the more challenging PKU-Sketch dataset, our
IHDA shows its superiority.
In Fig. 3, we illustrate several retrieving results on target
testing data. It can be observed that each retrieved photo has
a similar appearance and structure as the query sketch. This

proves that the joint heterogeneous embedding is well learned
in our IHDA framework. For some abstract sketches, it is even
difficult to identify which is the correct corresponding photo
by eyes. This explains why our IHDA framework is hindered
to further improve sketch-to-photo retrieving performance.
D. Comparison of Using Different Source Datasets and Training Strategies
Due to the lack of annotations, most of sketch-photo retrieval works [7], [22]–[26], [58], [59] utilize external datasets
to pre-train and then fine-tune their model on the target dataset.
However, there two questions worth to be further explored: 1)
though unrelated sketch-photo source data (e.g., Sketchy [60])
cannot fit our complete IHDA framework, could an incomplete
IHDA framework obtain satisfactory results by using it as
the source dataset? 2) since attribute learning is applied in
our IHDA framework, could it also improve the pre-training
and fine-tuning framework? To answer these questions, we
construct three baselines by using part of our IHDA framework
components and perform the same training strategy on three
experimental datasets.
Specifically, in Baseline A, we conduct experiments by
using Sketchy dataset [60] as the source dataset, and QMULShoes, IIIT-D Viewed Sketch, and PKU-Sketch as the target
datasets. Referring to the training process in Fig. 2, we first
pre-train two encoders (for photo and sketch separately) using
Sketchy in Step 1, and then fine-tune both encoders using
target datasets in Step 2. In Baseline B and C, whose components and source dataset are the same as IHDA framework,
excepting that attribute learning is removed or only used in
Step 1. The results are shown in TABLE VI, TABLE VII, and
TABLE VIII.
TABLE VI
T HE SOURCE DATASET SETTING AND SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL
PERFORMANCE ON THE QMUL-S HOES DATASET.
Model

w/ external Data

R1

R10

Our Baseline A
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our Baseline B
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our Baseline C
(pre-train w/ att + fine-tune)

Sketchy

59.2 93.3

UT-Zap50K

57.5 92.8

UT-Zap50K

59.0 93.1

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

UT-Zap50K

68.7 95.7

The results of Baseline A consistently demonstrate when the
naive pre-training and fine-tuning strategy is applied, using
Sketchy dataset for pre-training leads to better performance
than using a homogeneous dataset. Since Sketchy dataset
contains sketch and photo pairs, using it in pre-training might
improve low-level feature representation in both encoders.
However, samples in Sketchy dataset and our target datasets
may not belong to the same category, not matter the same identity. Such a content divergence hinders the model’s capability
on transferring the high-level semantic knowledge to target
datasets. To some extent, an ideal source dataset might satisfy:
1) including sketch-photo pairs (Sketchy dataset); 2) including
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TABLE VII
T HE SOURCE DATASET SETTING AND SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL
PERFORMANCE ON THE IIIT-D V IEWED S KETCH DATASET.

Model

w/ external Data

R1

TABLE IX
T HE PERFORMANCE OF PHOTO - TO - SKETCH RETRIEVAL ON THE
QMUL-S HOES DATASET.
Model

Our Baseline A
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our Baseline B
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our Baseline C
(pre-train w/ att + fine-tune)

Sketchy

90.5

DSSA Triplet [23]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)

CelebFaces

88.3

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

CelebFaces

88.6

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

CelebFaces

95.7

w/ external Data

T HE SOURCE DATASET SETTING AND SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL
PERFORMANCE ON THE PKU-S KETCH DATASET.
Model

w/ external Data

R1

R5

R10

R20

Our Baseline A
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our Baseline B
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)
Our Baseline C
(pre-train w/ att + fine-tune)

Sketchy

61.0 82.6 93.6

95.2

Market-1501

58.8 78.0 90.0

94.2

Market-1501

59.4 79.2 91.2

95.8

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

Market-1501

85.6 94.8 98.0 100.0

different identities but the same category as the target dataset
(our selected source datasets). However, it is difficult to find
such an ideal source dataset for all target datasets, we have
to make trade-offs. Luckily, our proposed IHDA framework
significantly improves the performance of target datasets by
assuming the availability of attributes but dropping the need
for category-matched sketch-photo data.
The performances of Baseline B and C are similar, which
indicates that solely including attribute learning in existing
approaches [7], [23], [26] may not remarkably improve the
retrieval performance on the target data. More than using
attributes in pre-training, our IHDA uses attributes to form
a shared label space and perform semi-supervised attribute
learning to intermediately reduce the domain gaps in terms
of marginal distributions and conditional distributions. As a
result, our IHDA can significantly improve the performance
in three target datasets.

E. Comparison with Methods of Photo-to-sketch Retrieval
Although the sketch-to-photo retrieval (query: sketch;
gallery: photo) is a dominant application scenario, we perform
an inverse experiment to investigate the performance of phototo-sketch retrieval (query: photo; gallery: sketch) on three
benchmarks used in our paper. The results are shown in
Tables IX, X, and XI (Note, some unpublished codes are reimplemented by us, bias could exist).
The photo-to-sketch retrieval performance is similar to
sketch-to-photo retrieval performance, which indicates that
distinguishable embedding is obtained for sketches and photos
in a symmetrical way.

R10 R20

69.6 97.4 99.1

UT-Zap50K

TABLE X
T HE PERFORMANCE OF PHOTO - TO - SKETCH RETRIEVAL ON THE IIIT-D
V IEWED S KETCH DATASET.
Model

TABLE VIII

R1

TU Berlin Sketch
61.9 95.1 98.6
&Edge-style ImageNet

w/ external Data

R1

R10 R20

RCN [26]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)

CelebFaces

90.8 95.2 97.8

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

CelebFaces

96.2 98.6 99.2

TABLE XI
T HE PERFORMANCE OF PHOTO - TO - SKETCH RETRIEVAL ON THE
PKU-S KETCH DATASET.
Model

w/ external Data

R1

R10

R20

CD-AFL [7]
(pre-train w/o att + fine-tune)

Market-1501

37.6

76.2

92.8

Our IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

Market-1501

88.2 100.0 100.0

F. Comparison with Methods of Instance-level Domain Adaptation on Sketch-to-photo Retrieval Tasks
Existing instance-level domain adaption methods mainly
perform their experiments on cross-dataset photo (i.e., homogeneous) retrieval tasks. In this part, we compare our IHDA
framework with two open-source works [35], [36] on PKUSketch dataset. The results are shown in Tables XII.
TABLE XII
T HE PERFORMANCE OF SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL ON THE
PKU-S KETCH DATASET ( COMPARED WITH DA METHODS ).
Model

R10

R20

Market-1501

42.8 62.4 71.2

88.2

UDA-Reid [36]
(Instance-level homogeneous DA w/o att)

Market-1501

40.4 60.0 72.8

90.4

Our incomplete IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/o att)

Market-1501

70.4 82.0 92.6

96.2

Our complete IHDA
(Instance-level heterogeneous DA w/ att)

Market-1501

85.6 94.8 98.0 100.0

MMT [35]
(Instance-level homogeneous DA w/o att)

w/ external Data

R1

R5

Though MMT [35] and UDA-Reid [36] have achieved great
successes on cross-dataset homogeneous retrieval tasks (e.g.,
synthetic/real photo), heterogeneous (e.g., sketch-to-photo) domain gaps may be out of the capabilities of their models.
Even without attribute learning, our incomplete IHDA still
can significantly outperform MMT and UDA-Reid on the
PKU-Sketch dataset. In particular, their domain adaptation
is specifically designed to improve feature representation in
cross-dataset photo (homogeneous) retrieval tasks, and thus a
single encoder is applied. However, we consider that applying
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domain adaption on sketch-to-photo (heterogeneous) retrieval
task is different. To customize instance-level domain adaptation to the heterogeneous case, our IHDA framework applies
two encoders for sketch and photo separately. Besides, our
domain adaptation consists of three domains, as Ds , Dt1 and
Dt2 , and corresponding objective functions are designed for
jointly reducing domain gaps within them. Moreover, unlike
MMT and UDA-Reid that need to include the target testing set
in their training, our IHDA framework keeps the target testing
set untouched during the training process, which demonstrates
its better generalization.

E1 ) and attribute classifier (i.e., Catt ) from the scratch. Finally,
we estimate the source attributes and compare them with the
ground truth. The comparison results are used for attribute
selection.
Source
Photos
Target
Training
Photos
Source
Attributes

Target
Testing
Photos
E1 + 𝑪𝒂𝒕𝒕

train by
our IHDA
framework

TABLE XIII
C OMPARISON OF USING COLOR ATTRIBUTES ON PKU-S KETCH DATASET.

Model

R1

R5

R10

R20

IHDA (w/o color attributes)
IHDA (w/ color attributes)

85.6
54.4

94.8
76.2

98.0
88.6

100.0
90.2

Aside from color attributes, there are several non-color attributes could be selected. Since we may not have the groundtruth attributes on the target dataset, it is challenging to apply
traditional feature selection methods [61] to select the most
useful ones in our task. As an alternative approach, we assume
that if the semantic information of selected attributes can be
well learned in the target domain, a new attribute classifier,
which is trained from scratch using predicted target attributes,
should correctly recognize the attribute in the source domain.
Based on this assumption, we propose a novel procedure
to select attributes as Fig. 4 shows. First, we utilize all
available non-color attributes to run our IHDA framework with
the default training setting. Then, we estimate attributes for
target testing photos, which are untouched during the training
process. After that, target testing photos and corresponding
predicted attributes are used to train the photo encoder (i.e.,

E1 + 𝑪𝒂𝒕𝒕

predict
Predicted
Target
Testing
Attributes
compare

G. Attribute Selection
Since the source datasets are not originally designed for
the target datasets, some attributes of source datasets may
not suitable for the target dataset. We would like to highlight
that task-irrelevant attributes, which is against our assumption
Z s = Z t1,t2 , should be excluded. in terms of sketch-to-photo
retrieval task, color-related attributes are task-irrelevant. As
all attributes are defined at the semantic level, excluding color
attributes of the source dataset is deterministic rather than
heuristic.
What will happen if we select color attributes to apply
IHDA framework on the sketch-to-photo retrieval task? Taking
Market-1501 and PKU-Sketch datasets as an example, we do
experiments to prove that using color attributes can cause a
negative transfer. As TABLE XIII shows, the sketch-photo
retrieval performance significantly decreases after adding color
attributes. The color attributes may work as a noise, make the
model has no incentive to learn the real relevant semantic information between source and target domains. Compared with
manually annotating sketch-photo datasets, it worth spending
a few seconds to exclude color attributes at the beginning.

Source
Photos

train from
the scratch

predict
Predicted
Source
Attributes

Fig. 4. The procedure of selecting attributes for IHDA framework.

We use the PKU-Sketch dataset to demonstrate such an attribute selection procedure. The attribute recognition accuracy
on the source dataset is reported in TABLE XIV.
TABLE XIV
ATTRIBUTE RECOGNITION ACCURACY ON SOURCE DATASET ( TRAINED ON
TARGET PHOTO TRAINING SET ). “L. SLV ”, “L. LOW ”, “S. CLTH ” DENOTE
“ LENGTH OF SLEEVE ”, “ LENGTH OF LOWER - BODY CLOTHING ”, “ STYLE
OF CLOTHING ”, RESP.

Attributes

L.slv L.low bag gender hair S.clth hat

Accuracy (%)

81.6

75.9

73.7

72.1

70.5

68.4

age

62.1 37.5

Based on our assumption, the attribute with a higher
recognition accuracy might contribute more in our IHDA
framework. To verify this assumption, we further select two
groups of attributes, as “L.slv, L.low, bag” and “S.clth, hat,
age”, to run IHDA framework. The results in TABLE XV
agree with our assumption.
TABLE XV
T HE SKETCH - TO - PHOTO RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE BY USING DIFFERENT
ATTRIBUTES ON PKU-S KETCH DATASET.

Model

R1

R5

R10

R20

IHDA (w/ L.slv, L.low, bag)
IHDA (w/ S.clth, hat, age)

84.2
80.0

94.4
93.2

97.8
96.6

100.0
98.0

Although we can select important attributes through the
above method, it is inefficient. Considering that we have
chosen closely related source datasets for target datasets, noncolor attributes may generally be shared between them and the
total number of attributes should not be a large number. Could
we just use all non-color attributes?
We do another experiment on PKU-Sketch dataset to explore this question. Within all non-color attributes (8 in total),
we randomly select k (range from 1 to 8) of them and repeat
for 10 times to obtain average rank-1 value and uncertainty.
As Fig. 5 shows, in the beginning, with more attributes, the
rank-1 value is steadily increasing while the uncertainty is
decreasing. When more than 6 attributes are used, there is a
small difference in the rank-1 value and uncertainty. It suggests
that, within a certain range, increasing the number of attributes
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helps to improve the performance of IHDA framework. However, above a certain number, adding more shared attributes
may not significantly affect the model performance. Therefore,
for the sake of convenience, we may just utilize all of the noncolor attributes of the source dataset.

Fig. 5. Analysis on attribute selection.

Since each non-color attribute is defined as a binary label, it
has both positive and negative samples in the source dataset. In
the domain adaptation process, the framework will assign an
attribute all to be negative if positive samples of this attribute
do not exist in the target dataset. For such reason, within the
same category, any non-color attributes of the source dataset
can be used in forming the shared-label space, although some
attributes defined in the source data might all be negative in
the target data.
H. Trade-off Parameter Selection
In Fig. 6, we explore the sensitivity of trade-off parameters
defined in Equation 9. From value 0.001 to 10, we vary
one of them by fixing others as our default setting. It shows
that λ1 is not sensitive but very useful in IHDA framework.
When λ2 and λ3 are assigned to 0.001, it yields a poor
retrieval performance compared with assigning them to 0.1.
This implies that attribute learning and domain adaptation are
greatly beneficial to IHDA framework.

Fig. 6. Analysis on trade-off parameter selection.

I. Ablation Studies
To confirm the effectiveness of our IHDA framework, we
conduct more detailed ablation studies by using PKU-Sketch
and Market-1501 datasets. The experimental results are shown
in TABLE XVI. In TABLE XVI, there are totally 11 variant
settings for ablation studies. Among them, variant settings
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from (1) to (5) are used to investigate the IHDA performance
at the different proportions of source and target data; variant
settings from (6) to (12) are designed to study the effectiveness
of each component in IHDA framework. We have the complete
setup (i.e., components and datasets) of IHDA framework in
(13), which considerably surpasses others.
Only using the pre-trained weights on ImageNet generates
results that are almost identical to random guessing (see
(1)). Due to the huge domain gaps between sketches and
photos, solely using the pre-trained weights on Market-1501
(even with attributes) leads to poor performance (see (2)).
Nevertheless, without external data, only training the model
on PKU-Sketch also cannot obtain satisfactory results (see (3))
since lacking training data. Therefore, it is highly desirable
to properly transfer the domain knowledge from Market-1501
to PKU-Sketch data. With complete components, the IHDA
framework serves for such a purpose and generates promising
results, even with 50% and 80% of PKU-Sketch training data
(see (4) and (5)).
It is critical to design the proper framework to transfer the
domain knowledge from Market-1501 to PKU-Sketch data.
Satisfactory retrieval accuracy cannot be approached through
pre-training our model on Market-1501 data and then finetuning it on PKU-Sketch data (see (6)). In (7), although we
apply attribute learning on source data, it does not significantly
improve the target retrieval performance by a fine-tuning on
target data.
The alternative approach is to co-train the source and target
data and reduce the domain gap between them. Without
forming a shared label space via attributes, simply applying domain adaptation can roughly alleviate cross-domain
discrepancies. Nonetheless, the instance-level source domain
knowledge may not be properly transferred and leads to
limited improvement (see (8)). On the other hand, without
the domain adaptation, solely guided by shared attributes also
cannot accomplish promising results (see (12)). These results
are consistent with the analysis in Fig. 5. In (9), we show
that target unsupervised attribute learning plays an important
role in IHDA. The entropy-minimization loss and attributeconsistent loss work jointly to achieve optimal attribute-guided
domain adaptation. Specifically, we verify the effectiveness of
entropy-minimization and attribute-consistent in setting (10)
t1,t2
and (11), respectively. The Latt
contributes dominant effects
t1,t2
while Lcon can further improve the effectiveness.
Fig. 8 shows the Rank-1 accuracy on the PKU-sketch target
set as the number of training epochs goes up. By using source
data X , The retrieval performance can increase faster than only
using target data. Although there are many potential ways to
utilize the source data, which includes aligned sketch-photo
pairs and attributes, we propose the most effective one in the
full setting proposal.
Furthermore, we analyze how embedding feature distributions change in different learning settings. For visualization
purposes, we only select the gender attribute, as ‘Male’ and
‘Female’ in IHDA. By randomly picking up samples of 10
identities from the testing set of PKU-Sketch, we project
their embedding features into a 2D space and show them in
Fig. 7. In simple fine-tuning strategy (i.e., TABLE XVI.(6)),
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TABLE XVI
T HE EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND RESULTS OF ABLATION STUDIES . I N THE TABLE , ‘M ARK .’ STANDS FOR THE M ARKET-1501 DATASET, AND ‘PKU.’
STANDS FOR THE PKU-S KETCH DATASET.
Index Description
(1)

w/o X s &X t1,t2
t1,t2

E1

E2

X

X

Modules
t1,t2
s
Cid
Cid
Catt

Cd

Losses
t1,t2
s
Lsid Lt1,t2
Lstri Lt1,t2
Ld
tri Latt Latt
id

Lt1,t2
con

Training Data

R1

R5 R10 R20

ImageNet

2.0

8.0 20.0 40.0

(2)

w/o X

X

X

(3)

w/o X s

X

X

(4)
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Fig. 7. Visualization of embedding features for 10 identities in PKU-Sketch testing set by t-SNE [62]. Each color represents a specific identity by ground-truth
annotation. Triangles and circles denote the photo and sketch embedding, respectively. Character “M” and “F” indicate predicted “gender” attribute as “Male”
and “Female”, resp. Red dot lines highlight where to look at.

the attribute guidance.

Fig. 8. Rank 1 accuracy on PKU-Sketch target set as the number of training
epochs goes up.

although both Market-1501 dataset and PKU-Sketch training
set are utilized, photo embedding has a boundary to sketch
embedding. By applying a DA without attribute guidance (i.e.,
TABLE XVI.(7)), the boundary between photo and sketch is
eliminated but the relative distance between some sketch-tophoto pairs could be incorrect. By using the complete IHDA,
sketch-to-photo pairs have become more distinguishable with

V. D ISCUSSION
It is hard to judge “pros” or “cons” in our methods without
considering the application scenario. Our IHDA framework is
specifically designed for instance-level heterogeneous image
retrieval tasks, it may not be applicable for category-level
retrieval tasks. In instance-level retrieval tasks, the shared
attributes are guaranteed since all instances belong to the
same category. In contrast, it is challenging to find shared
attributes for all instances in category-level retrieval tasks,
such as Sketchy dataset [60], PACS dataset [63] and M3SDA
dataset [64], Nonetheless, as the key contribution, our IHDA
framework has overcome the limitations of applying simple
fine-tuning strategy and conventional DA. It enables using
rich-labeled photo retrieval data to remarkably improve the
retrieval performance on limited-labeled sketch-photo retrieval
tasks, which opens the door to train more effective cross-modal
image retrieval models.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Nowadays, although a large amount of rich-labeled datasets
have been made available to the public, how to utilize them

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MULTIMEDIA

to benefit a related limited-labeled task may vary case by case
and is waiting for further exploration. Under such background,
we analyze challenges for limited-labeled sketch-to-photo retrieval from the transfer learning perspective and raise an
Instance-level Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation framework
to tackle them. It demonstrates an important insight: attributes,
which are only annotated in the source domain, can be used
to form a shared label space for both source and target
domains in instance-level retrieval task. With such a sharedlabel space, instance-level domain knowledge can be well
transferred across datasets and heterogeneous modalities. It
opens the door to train more effective cross-modal image
retrieval models by using related rich-labeled single-modal
image data.
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